W orldwide, societies are struggling to come to terms with challenges in environmental management that are complex, contingent, and controversial. Certainly, the development of agriculture now presents such a challenge. What is to be done? One promising development is the so-called 'learning turn'-a widelyshared perception that society must now create a collective capacity to learn across lines of diff erence that lie between disciplines, professions, and stakeholders.
In Agroecology in Action, the rural sociologist Keith Douglass Warner has examined the learning turn in one sector of U.S. agriculture, focusing on social networks that have formed as farmers and other stakeholders strive to develop alternative production modes. He works through a series of case studies, with major emphasis on the development of integrated pest management methods for California horticultural crops. These case studies are especially rich because they exemplify the recent 'complexifi cation' of agricultural development that results when new stakeholders begin to make strong claims on agriculture. In California, these new claims have produced intense confl icts about agricultural land use, as high-value agriculture and high-value residential development have come into and infl uence on research priorities and p One emergent property is especially str to create knowledge more rapidly than agricultural R&D system based on scien technology-transfer. In this light, agroec ships can be seen as an adaptation by fa stakeholders to rapid fl ux in agriculture usable knowledge in situations where co simply cannot keep up with the pace of c He begins with an insightful summ over the environmental performance of that began with publication of Rachel Car Spring, and the dynamics by which resea tive modes of agriculture, such as IPM, g tum and support among farmers, resear and marketers. He then develops the scien Bruno Latour's heuristic notion of a 'c of scientifi c knowledge' as the basic conc agroecological partnerships. Analysis o partnerships in California, Washington, an lows. A series of chapters profi les partner documents their innovative practices, and tural and functional attributes of eff ective focus is on California, where Warner surv among some 32 partnerships in 16 pro These illustrate some notable successes, e confl ict that has arisen as California wine has rapidly expanded in recent decades, b in close proximity with new residential ar One message of the book has parti contemporary agriculture. Warner show
